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Summerfield at Bayside Lakes Homeowners’ Association 

BAYSIDE LAKES 

Board of Directors Meeting 

November 9, 2021 

5:30PM 

Bayside Lakes Community Clubhouse 

2051 Bramblewood Circle 

 

Via Zoom Session 

 
  

1. Call to Order – Meeting called to order by President, Robert Stise, at 5:30 PM via Zoom 

session.  A quorum was established with all five Directors present.  Eleven active Zoom 

connections were observed during the meeting, including 5 Board members, 1 ARC 

chairman, 4 Summerfield homeowners, and 1 from Fairway Management. 

 

2. Proof of Meeting Notice – Notice was posted on the message board at the exit to 

Summerfield according to requirements. 

 

3. Reading / Waive Reading of Previous Minutes – A motion was made to waive the 

reading of the minutes from the October 12 meeting. Approved by voice vote. 

 

4. Management and Committee Reports 

a. Financial – October financial statements were not available as of the November 

9 meeting date.  Joy reported balances of $41,961.72 in the operating account 

and $207,737.04 in the Reserve Account for a total of $249,698.76 as of 

September 30, 2021.   

Pressure Washing Common Areas – Robert asked the Board to approve 

a $1,000 expenditure for pressure washing of common areas.   Seconded 

by Stephan and approved by voice vote.    

b. POA – The membership of the POA was reduced from 12 members (9 

residential, 3 commercial) to 10 members (7 residential, 3 commercial).   The top 

7 residential candidates were voted onto the Board the next year, and Stephan 

was not among them.   Going forward, SF will have no representative on the 

POA, but Stephan or other SF HOA Board members are welcome to attend the 

meetings (4th Tuesday of the month, 5:30PM, at the clubhouse).   Robert 

indicated that he will try to attend some of those sessions. 

c. ARC – Tom reported that 4 ARC requests are currently open, including one roof 

replacement and one new home build at 2143WB.  All four requests are 

considered current, and are being closed out within the target turn-around time of 

15 days. 
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6. Old Business 

a. Speed limit compliance – An officer from the Palm Bay Police Department will 

be hired by SF to monitor speed in the community from time to time. Robert is 

working with Lt. Spears and one Sargent to free up staff when we identify a need.   

The Police Department will also make the radar trailer available to us for a month 

upon or request, depending on its availability.  We will continue with these 

current practices unless other ideas come forth from the Board or the SF 

community.    

b. Halloween Report – SF gates were closed this Halloween because the Palm 

Bay Police Department was unable to supply an office for monitoring of our 

entrance.  Since last year, we also eliminated the “generic” gate access code. As 

a result, vehicle traffic into our community was much lower than in previous 

years, although we did get a good number of pedestrian trick-or-treaters from 

outside SF.   The Board was in agreement that this worked out well, and we plan 

to do the same (i.e., no open gate) for Halloween in 2022. 

c. Covenant Changes Roll-out Pre-planning – We have received from our 

lawyers the recommended proxy packages and other documents needed for the 

proposed changes to the Covenants.   Marie and Robert are working jointly on a 

short cover letter to describe exactly what these proposed changes are designed 

to do.  The emphasis will be on safety and cost avoidance (i.e., tie it to the similar 

problems the City has encountered with the oak trees outside the gate).  We are 

not asking to do away with the oak trees; we seek to offer flexibility to 

homeowners when and if their tree belt oaks cause safety issues due to damage 

to sidewalks, roads, culverts, and other infrastructure.   Robert and Marie will 

also develop plans to roll-out the documents and to communicate with 

homeowners to gain a favorable outcome on the proxy vote. 

d. Violations – 60 days have elapsed on violations for these properties: 

• 1773WB – Pressure washing driveway and sidewalks 

• 1739WB – Pressure washing driveway and sidewalks 

• 2030WB – Weeds 

• 1940WB – Weeds, and trim landscaping  

• 2073 WB – Paint mailbox  (deleted due to no paint availability) 

The conditions listed have not been resolved.  Robert made a motion that these 

four be referred to the hearing committee for fining; approved by voice vote.  Joy 

indicated that the October violations list will be published this week.  

e. Gardenbrook culvert repair – Quotes have been received from Stillwater and 

Brevard Masonry.   Robert would also like to get a quote from the company that 

repaired the Windbrook bridge in 2020.   Robert will make a call. 

f. Golf course potential sale and zoning change opposition: communications 

to Kolter Homes, DR Horton and other HOA’s – Robert summarized the 

current situation as it relates the golf course potential sale: 

• The owner has offered the golf course for sale 

• There are lots of rumors about potential offers 

• City hall has not received any requests to change zoning for the property 
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• He (Robert) will continue to attend City Council meetings about once a 

month to monitor anything info that may be coming in to City Hall 

departments 

Marie is drafting a letter to send to Kolter Homes and DR Horton to explain our 

opposition to any changes in zoning for the golf course property that might be 

solicited.   They are also looking for the support (and perhaps signatures) from 

other Bayside Lakes HOA’s and the POA for these letters. 

g. Newsletter Update – Marie reported that the next edition will be coming out in 

the middle to latter part of November.  We have one new sponsor (thanks to Lisa 

for her support of this vendor).   Robert asked if we could put a copy of the latest 

ARC form in this next edition.  Marie agreed to include it.  If anyone has any 

other items that need to be considered for the newsletter, please send to Marie. 

h. Dangerous curve on Bayside Lakes Boulevard – Robert has been working 

with the City Manager and the Director of Facilities to address the dangerous 

curve near the SF entrance and to make changes to help prevent accidents 

there.  The most recent proposal includes (1) re-installation of the solar-powered 

speed monitors with a reduced speed limit posted and (2) the addition of some 

reflective yellow pavement striping along the curb along the southbound side.  

Robert is also pressing for (3) the same striping along the northbound side and 

(4) assignment of traffic division police officers to write speeding tickets to those 

violators at least two days per month. Alvaro suggested that “yellow triangle 

signs” to point traffic along the curves would be a simple addition at that curve to 

help prevent some accidents.  Robert and Alvaro offered to mention this at an 

upcoming City Council meeting. 

7. New Business 

a. SF 2022 Budget – Fairway Management supplied a recommended 2022 budget 

for SF to the Board late last week.  Marie mentioned that she had sent questions 

back to FM on their recommended budget over the weekend and that she had 

already received a response from Rick Whitman.  All Board members were 

copied on these correspondences.   Marie and Robert will meet in the next two 

weeks to evaluate and adjust the budget with FM and will then come back to the 

Board for their concurrence and a vote at the next meeting on December 14 

b. Hunt Club Green mailbox paint – Marie reported that Hunt Club Green (the 

only approved color for SF mailboxes) is not currently available.   We are not 

sure if the current situation is a short-term supply chain issue or if Rust oleum 

has discontinued making that color.  The Board agreed to hold off on issuing 

violation notices for mailbox paint deficiencies until a solution can be developed 

and adopted.   Robert asked that Tom Trist work with Marie to evaluate the 

current situation.   Once we know if this is a short-term or a permanent issue, the 

Board can decide on a future course of action. 

c. Volunteers needed – The SF Board is looking for someone to coordinate the 

installation of holiday decorations at the main gate and the preparations for our 

luminara event on Christmas Eve.   Robert will contact Meg Malone to see if she 

would be willing to guide these efforts this year as she did last year.  

d. Electronic message board – Alvaro has been looking into another alternative 

for the EMB.   A 2-foot by 4-foot model is available for about $3,500.  It is the 
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kind of sign you might typically see outside a church in the area.  One attractive 

feature is that it is Wi-Fi capable, so if our board is located within range of Wi-Fi, 

it can be programmed remotely via a computer.  The vendor contacted by Alvaro 

has offered to try to sell the first EMB we purchased.   Joy was asked to 

determine if we have Wi-Fi at the gate.  Board members would like to be able to 

visit the vendor to see the unit and to ask questions before a purchase is made.  

e. Back gate at the Windbrook cul-de-sac – Robert has received some 

complaints about the passage of non-Summerfield residents into SF from 

Stonebriar through the open crash gate at the Windbrook cul-de-sac.   He has 

also received some complaints about the way the crash gate looks (it’s 

galvanized pipe, welded together, not at all aesthetically pleasing) and the weeds 

that have grown on our side of the fence and gate. He points out that the fencing 

and the gate are all property of Stonebriar, so SF cannot make any changes to 

either of them.  He is proposing that (1) we put a lock on the gate to eliminate 

foot, bicycle, motorbike, golf cart, ATV, and other vehicle traffic from crossing 

from Stonebriar to SF (or vice versa), (2) install a much nicer looking “partial vinyl 

fence” in front of the crash gate (but on Summerfield Property), (3) place a sign 

on a chain at the crash gate indicating “private property” to discourage 

access/egress and (4) ask Flawless to clear out the weeds between the sidewalk 

and the fence on their next service visit to that area.   Note: The Board did not 

make any vote on this item at the meeting. 

f. Fence repairs behind 2167WB and behind 973EW – The Board approved 

fence repairs behind 2167WB and 973EW.  Quotes were received recently from 

A&B Fence and Professional Fence for the behind-2167WB repair; however the 

Board also decided to expand the project to include the repair of fencing behind-

973EW as well.   Approved by voice vote.  

 

8. Open Homeowner Discussion 

a. Golf course sale rumors and opposition to zoning changes – A homeowner 

in phase 2 of SF expressed concern that several nonsense rumors were 

circulating about alleged offers for the golf course.   Clarification was made that 

nearly all the golf course is currently zoned as single-family dwellings with a 

minimum of 5 acres per lot; with the exception of a 5.3-acre parcel located near 

the practice area which is already zoned for multi-family housing.   This 

homeowner is asking the HOA management if they can coordinate an effort to 

oppose any potential rezoning of the current golf course property such that it 

would be economically impractical to develop.  This homeowner is also 

recommending that the SF HOA issue letters to the CEO of any potential home 

developers (including Kolter Homes and DR Horton) indicating our resolve to 

oppose any efforts to rezone or to allow development on that property.  The 

suggestion was also made by this homeowner that the SF HOA join forces with 

other Bayside Lakes HOA’s and the POA to strengthen our message to potential 

developers and that any letters issued be signed by all the HOA’s represented.      

b. Pond maintenance behind 2167WB – A homeowner asked if the committed 

service to the pond behind 2167WB had been scheduled.   Robert indicated that 

the HOA has agreed to pay for that maintenance and it has been added to the 
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regular SF contract.   The first service is yet to be scheduled, but once that has 

been accomplished, the pond behind 2167WB will be included in the regular SF 

annual maintenance project 

  Next Meeting – Tuesday December 14 at 5:30PM; Zoom session. 

To join Zoom meeting (NEW MEETING ID AS OF 10/12/2021): 
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84052071766?pwd=OEFMbndwcHNvcER1YW9QVzRsTzM0

UT09 

   Meeting ID: 840 5207 1766       Passcode: 057508 

Audio: (301) 715-8592              (Washington DC) 
 

 
9. Adjourn: Being no further business before the Board, the meeting was adjourned at 

6:35 PM. 

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84052071766?pwd=OEFMbndwcHNvcER1YW9QVzRsTzM0UT09
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84052071766?pwd=OEFMbndwcHNvcER1YW9QVzRsTzM0UT09

